
2002 mercedes-benz e55 amg

odometer: 119000 paint color : black

size : full-size type : sedan drive : rwd

fuel : gas transmission : automatic

title status : clean cylinders : 8 cylinders

condition: fair

• safety tips
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• avoiding scams

 2002 E55 AMG - $5300 (Downtown Boise)

I have a 2002 E55 AMG with 119000 miles on it low miles for its age. This is a fast ride equipped with a 5.4 L V8 engine pushing close to 350 HP. I 
have owned this car for close to 3 years and have had no mechanical issues at all. The engine runs and purrs great. The interior is in overall fair/good 
condition with no tears in the seats. 
This vehicle is equipped nicely with Duel climate and seat controls, Duel heated seats, Sun roof, Sun shade, NAV, and much more. It also has 18in after 
market wheels.

I have had the key/fab replaced a $300 expense replaced 2 months ago. It also had a new radiator, fan and grill installed 2 years ago.

This car does need some TLC it needs new brake pads and rotors ASAP. it does drive but would not recommend doing so for very long. Les Schwab 
quoted 700.00 for the job.

The rear tire on it need to be replaced in the next 1000 miles. I have one new one that I will throw in the deal. So it only needs one more this will run 
about $130 

The rear windows currently do not work one needs a new regulator $60-$120 for the part. The other needs a new motor $60-$80 for the part. Both can 
be done as a DIY. or an estimated $200 in labor cost for both.

Back when the key broke I had to have the car towed. In doing so it got damaged by the tow truck on the top part of the trunk. I was unable to take to 
claims court due to lack of proof it was them. I got an estimate of $650 to fix the dent although seems kind of high . Might be able to find a better price 
or replace the whole trunk lid for cheaper.

This car sold for over $75000 brand new in Beverly Hills
The NADA retail value of this car is $11700
Clean trade in is $8875

only $700 needed right away
I am asking $5300 obo will negotiate price if it is a reasonable.
Please Email or txt Isaac at 2086022569 for more: Pictures, Questions, or to set a time to view the vehicle.
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• do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers
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Avoid scams, deal locally Beware wiring (e.g. Western Union), cashier checks, money orders, shipping. 
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